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Fund Performance and Quarterly Highlights 

Clay Collins: 00:05:33 1. An investment of money.

Clay Collins: 00:05:35 2. A common enterprise.

Clay Collins: 00:05:36 3. With the expectation of 

profits.

Clay Collins: 00:05:39 4. Predominantly from the 

efforts of others.

There we have it. The spirit of this regulation is to 

prevent fraud and principal actor situations, and 

the letter of the law is the Howey Test.

Our strategy is to buy and hold the best assets for long 
term growth. We are expecting the growth to be of the 
magnitude experienced by Ethereum and other 
cryptoassets in the first part of 2017.

Ethereum still has significant growth potential, our view 
on this has not changed.  However, aside from Ethereum, 
we have identified two additional assets which we believe 
could be as exciting.  We purchased $500k worth of 
Hedera Hashgraph tokens at 0.12c each,  which will be 
listed on the market in Q4 2018. We have also purchased 
$60k worth of Perlin tokens, this project is built on the new 
‘Avalanche’ consensus protocol which was announced in 
New York in May.

We feel pleased to have survived the past 12 months and 
to have executed our strategy as planned.  We are looking 
forward to the next stage of spectacular growth in this 
emerging asset class.         

              

 





Asset Summary 



HH is a data structure and consensus algorithm 
providing a new platform for distributed consensus. 
The goal of a distributed consensus algorithm is to 
allow a community of users to come to an agreement 
on the order in which some of them generated 
transactions, when no single member is trusted by 
everyone. In this way, it is a system for generating 
trust, when individuals do not already trust each 
other. Hashgraph achieves this in a fundamentally 
new way.

Founder, Leemon Baird has over 20 years of 
technology and startup experience. He has held 
positions as a Professor of Computer Science at the Air 
Force Academy and as a senior scientist in several 
labs. He has been the co-founder of several startups, 
including two identity-related startups, which were 
acquired. He received his PhD in Computer Science 
from Carnegie Mellon University and has multiple 
patents and publications in peer-reviewed journals 
and conferences in computer security, machine 
learning, and mathematics.

Asset Spotlight 
In a nutshell, HH seeks to solve the scalability problem by 
using a multi-laned highway rather than a single lane. 

We also like the governance structure of this project, the 39 
member governance council will be comprised of the World’s 
leading organisations.

Further details of the project can be found here 
www.hederahashgraph.com.

 

http://www.hederahashgraph.com


The gem that came out of Blockchain Week New York in May 
was the announcement by Emin Gun Sirer (Prof Cornell Uni) 
about a paper which was dropped into his office by an 
unknown author.  The paper outlines a new family of 
consensus protocols and this is a big deal.

Up until this announcement there were two main families of 
consensus protocols: Traditional Consensus; and Nakamoto 
Consensus.  This new family, according to Prof Gun Sirer, is a 
significant contribution. It is a ‘...brand new family of 
consensus protocols suitable for cryptocurrencies, based on 
randomized sampling and metastable decisions…’ 

The mathematics included in the highly technical whitepaper 
has been proved by Prof Gu Sirer’s PHD students at Cornell 
and they have run a number of implementations.

Already a project has been launched using this new family of 
protocols. The project is called Perlin and our Fund has made 
a small investment in this project.

More details can be found here 
https://cryptobriefing.com/perlin-ico-review-perl-token-analys
is/

Technical Spotlight  - Avalanche, a new Consensus Protocol Family

The below twitter from Emin could become quite historic.  
Again, the author of the paper is unknown.  This is so  
only the idea (and not the person) can be attacked….  



We are looking forward to holding our first Investor Meeting on 2 August 2018, it will be 
held at Ian and Anne Love’s  home in Nedlands.

This meeting will have four main parts.

● Ian will give an outline of the status of the Fund in general including the strategy for 
the next 12 months.

● Ian and Calvin will take investors through each of the main assets of the Fund, what 
they do, where they are with their development and what we can expect in the next 
12-24 months.

● Calvin will outline a research project he has been working on relative to sentiment 
trading and the use of artificial intelligence.

● There will be Q&A throughout and an opportunity for investors to get to know one 
another.   

We look forward to seeing you on the 2nd.

 

Blockchain Assets News




